SUBWAY SONG (BAR) - Tom Lehrer

Now you've all been to Boston on the subway, time to time

But have you ever noticed how the stations fall in line

Just take the first initial of each stop you hear them yell

And you will have a word which will describe old Boston well

H is for my alma mater Hah-vahd, C for Central Station, next in line,

K is then for Kendall's cozy corner, C for Charles Street Station, o'er the brine...

P is then Pahk, the busy cit-y, W for Washington you see...

Put them all together they spell......HCKC...... PW...

That's just about what Boston means to me!
SUBWAY SONG -Tom Lehrer

G9 C Ebdim Dm7 G7 C C7
Now you've all been to Boston on the subway, time to time

F A7 Dm A7 Dm
But have you ever noticed how the stations fall in line

F F#dim C A7
Just take the first initial of each stop you hear them yell

G Em7 A7 D7 G7 Gdim G7
And you will have a word which will describe old Boston well

C Dm7 G7
H is for my alma mater Hah-vahd,

Dm7 G7 C C7
C for Central Station, next in line,

F Fm C A7
K is then for Kendall's cozy corner

D7 G7 G#7 G7
C for Charles Street Station, o'er the brine...

C Dm7 G7
P is then Pahk, the busy cit-y

Dm7 G7 E7
W for Washington you see...

F F#dim
Put them all together they spell...

C Bb A7
(HCCKKCC... PW... (sounds like somebody spitting))

Dm7 G7 C Fm C
That's just about what Boston means to me!